
From

To
Sent 1142020 24234 PM

Subject RE System Hardening Materials

Attachments Project List MAT 08W Hard Pivot Review 110320xlsx

See attached

From
Sent Wednesday November 04 2020 1
To
Cc
Subject RE System Hardening Materials

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

opening attachments
This is great and I have begun to incorporate this into the deck Would it be possible to get the CPZs that

are associate to each of these steps It will allow us to create a visual to highlight where the new projects fall on

the risk buydown curve to create a sense of visual continuity

All we need is a file that has the following for all the target projects

circuitprotectionzoneid Project Status

OREGON TRAIL
In Construction

ECOP In
CALPINE 1144276G Estimating

If a CPZ has multiple projects in different statuses it should be fine to have it appear multiple times with different

statuses I just want to be able to give an impression of the spread of projects for each status bucket

KPMG LLP
I Manager Strategy

From
Senf Wdnsr1iv Nnvmhr4 7fl7fl 1fl9

To
Cc

Subject EXTERNAL RE System Hardening Materials

Heres the current table showing the proposed work plan for 2021

Risk Top 20 CPZ
Miles Projects Actual Cost Expected

Reduction Miles

In Construction 475 47 791 327
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ECOP In Estimating 1049 20 4030 2505

PSPS Mitigation 1447 12 1746 395

Top 20 MAVF CPZ 304 7 4970 3040

Construction Ready 3463 25 073 000

Estimating Complete 1278 7 025 000

Other Inflight Keep 558 23 182 000

2021 Proposed
Portfolio

3005 141 11816 6267

ECOP Future 340 74 9237 2502

All Others 776 275 5368 000

From
Se ii
To
Cc
Su jec ystem arening Yaterias

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

oDeninci attachments

Please see the first pass at the system hardening materials I am still working to confirm the comparisons
between the old and new risk models as wells as how they tie together in the risk buydown curve I hope to

have those confirmed and built into these materials by tonight

The components of this that I could use additional feedback on are

What are the steps in the System Hardening project life cycle and how long does each take

How can we attach current projects in flight to their stage in the lifecycle

Does the recommendations slide represent the view of the system hardening team

What can we define as the write off cost by project

Do you have any materials for the EC tags outstanding that we can add in for the appendix as the alternative to

SH work
Is there anything else that you would like to see included to tell this story The level of depth in this deck seems

correct for the governance forum but additional detail may be required before going in front of other parties

Thank you

KPMG LLP
I Manager Strategy
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The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter

CAUTION This email originated from outside KPMG Do not click links open attachments or forward unless you

recognize the sender the senders email domain and you know the content is safe Forward suspicious emails as an

attachment to USKPMG SPAM Collection Mailbox spamKPMGcorn

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter
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